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13:40 SANDOWN, 1m 7f 216y 

Norman Knight Conditional Jockeys' Handicap Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 37-U254 BELLA (FR) 32 D 
b m Johann Quatz - Hasta Manana

6 11 -
12b1t

Michael Heard (3)
D Pipe

118

Jockey Colours: Dark green, red cross belts, dark green and beige striped sleeves, dark green cap,
red star
Timeform says: Won 3 times last term and encouraging second to an unexposed sort when
returning to action at Towcester in November. A little disappointing the last twice, however.

 (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

2 0-96542 CHIEFTAIN'S CHOICE (IRE) 7 D BF 
b g King's Theatre - Fairy Native

8 11 - 8 Thomas Bellamy
Kevin Frost

114

Jockey Colours: Light blue and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, light blue spots, light blue and
dark blue hooped cap
Timeform says: Thrown in on old form and in the middle of a revival, shaping well behind
Cleni Wells at Kempton last week and likely to turn the table with that rival if held on to a little
longer.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

3 75P021 CLENI WELLS (FR) (EX7) 7 D 
b g Poliglote - Kailasa

6 11 - 8h Jack Sherwood
M Hill

114

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white stars, white and dark blue hooped sleeves, dark blue cap, white star
Timeform says: Has hit top form all of a sudden, building on the promise of his second at
Towcester with a ready success (travelled powerfully) at Kempton a week ago. Should go
well again under penalty.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

4 2484-3F BARAYMI (FR) 32 
b g Makfi - Brusca

5 11 - 7b Jamie Bargary
Jamie Snowden

113

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, maroon chevron, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Benefitted from change of headgear when third in a novice at Fontwell in
December. Best judged on that run having fallen last time, but needs to improve to defy this
mark.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

5 255 ROYAL HALL (FR) 18 
b g Halling - Royal Fantasy

5 11 - 6 Jason Nuttall (10)
G L Moore

112

Jockey Colours: Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Fair form in France and shaped better than bare result both hurdling outings
for current yard, again not knocked about at Plumpton last time. Better expected now
handicapping.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

6 84883/1 MASTER VINTAGE 24 D 
b g Kayf Tara - What A Vintage

9 11 - 5h Daniel Hiskett (3)
R T Phillips

111

Jockey Colours: Purple, red star and sleeves
Timeform says: Returned from a 2-year absence better than ever to secure an all-the-way
success at Leicester last month. Not certain to be afforded such an easy lead even if in the
same form.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

7 2P4-
8PP

KINGSTON (GER) 16 
br g Dylan Thomas - Katy Carr

8 11 - 4b Tom Humphries (7)
A W Carroll

110

Jockey Colours: Yellow, dark blue stripe
Timeform says: Very low-key start for new yard in recent weeks following transfer from
France, leaving him with plenty to prove.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 
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8 6331-46 CENTURIUS 60 D 
ch g New Approach - Questina

7 11 - 4 Charlie Deutsch (3)
Miss V Williams

110

Jockey Colours: Purple, white star and star on cap
Timeform says: Won 2m Huntingdon maiden hurdle last season. Yet to reproduce that form
in handicaps, but edged down the weights as a result and should be fully tuned up now.

 (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

9 259-P62 SMART CATCH (IRE) 36 D 
b g Pivotal - Zafaraniya

11 10 - 6t Nick Slatter (3)
A W Carroll

98

Jockey Colours: Purple, beige hollow box, beige sleeves, purple spots, purple and beige hooped cap
Timeform says: Handicap winner at Doncaster in February 2015. Made more of an impact
when second in a 20.5f Leicester seller last month and each-way claims if building on that.

 (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: The smoothness in which CHIEFTAIN'S CHOICE has been travelling through
his recent races screams of a well-handicapped horse and, provided he can be delivered at the right
time, he should be able to turn the tables with the thriving Cleni Wells from Kempton last week.
Centurius, having just his third run in handicaps, makes most appeal of the remainder in an open race.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: CHIEFTAIN'S CHOICE 
2: CLENI WELLS 
3: CENTURIUS


